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Mondays until June 27
11:30 am-1:15 pm

To register, contact Shira:
snewman@radyjcc.com | 204-477-7534
Lunch $8 | Transportation $10

April 4 ............................................ Talk
Assiniboine Park Conservancy
Presentation on 'The Leaf'

April 25 ............................................ Art
‘Zentangle’ drawing
with Mandy Yakubovich

Learn about the newest botanical attraction coming
soon to Winnipeg! You’ll learn about the vision for
the new Leaf building, the existing Gardens, and how
they will be used in the future.

The Zentangle Method is an easy-to-learn, relaxing,
and fun way to create beautiful images by drawing
structured patterns called ‘tangles’.
soup / bagel and lox / coleslaw / dessert square

boureka with tahini / hardboiled egg / tomato and cucumber /
chocolate chip cookie

April 11 .................................... Concert
Matchstalk Men
Matchstalk Men was formed as a trio in 2003 and
became a quartet in 2008. The current members
have been performing together since 2020. They
play a mix of instrumental and vocal songs that
include covers of tunes from the ‘50s, ‘60s, and ‘70s
as well as their own original compositions.
matzo-ball soup / egg salad sandwich / caesar salad / snickerdoodle cookie

April 18 .................................... Concert
Orit Shimoni
Orit Shimoni is “one of the nation’s most alluring
vocalists,” {The Calgary Herald}. With 10 highly
acclaimed albums out, Orit’s songs and performances have drawn diverse audiences into her
profound and universal themes and her storytelling
talent, with writing compared to that of Leonard
Cohen, and a voice that has been compared to
Bonnie Raitt, Norah Jones, and KD Lang.
roast chicken / mushroom kugel / veggie sticks / flourless
cookies

May 2 ............................................. Talk
‘The Elegant Arts'
with Ines Bonnacossa
In this talk, find out what society ladies in Victorian
times did all day, so as not to fall “into danger and
temptation”. They didn’t have the Rady in those
days! Ines Bonnacosa is the Collections Registrar
as well as a tour guide at the Dalnavert Museum,
a frequent lecturer on Decorative Arts in the 19th
century and a member of the Art Antiques Club of
Winnipeg.
soup / cottage cheese muffin with strawberry compote and sour
cream / fruit salad / ginger cookie

May 9 ....................................... Concert
Paul Klassen Trio
Enjoy an afternoon of fun and smooth jazz classics
by this trio of talented musicians, featuring Ashleigh
Sadler on vocals, Paul Klassen on percussion, and
Conner Derraugh on piano.
soup / ½ tuna salad sandwich / tossed salad / chocolate chip
cookie

